Determination of dose-build-up thickness for absorbed dose measurement in high energy electron-photon radiation at electron storage rings.
Radiation field during accidental electron beam loss near electron storage rings comprises of high-energy electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. Due to high-energy nature of the radiation, the absorbed dose is expected to build up with depth of the body of an exposed worker and hence absorbed dose measurements in 30 cm water/tissue equivalent phantom is essential. Carrying out the measurements with in such phantoms is not practically feasible for routine applications and hence the use of an equivalent solid material around the dosemeters would be convenient. Monte Carlo calculations have been carried out in order to determine the dose-build-up thickness required in copper and lead, corresponding to the maximum absorbed within 30 cm depth of water in such radiation fields. Equivalent build-up thickness calculated for a case was verified by measurement using an ion chamber detector. The results are found to be in agreement within +/-20%.